Product Descriptions:

- Flexible Outdoor Rated LED Panel (16' W x 9' H) with Magnetic Attachment ($245,000 including architectural/engineering/design/installation services and freight, but excluding taxes) and including:
  - 4mm tri-color SMD
  - Total unattached product weight not to exceed 1080 lbs.
  - Maximum brightness 5,000 Nits
  - Maximum Frame Thickness of 4.125 inches
  - Minimum total viewable area of display 144 sq.ft.
  - Viewing angle horizontal of 170 degrees
  - Viewing Angle Vertical 160 degrees
  - Refresh Frequency of 960hz (customizable as needed)
  - Colors must be greater than 16 million @ 24 bit
  - Color temperature: 6500K (adjustable)
  - Life span to half brightness - minimum of 100,000 hours
  - Must have front service accessibility
  - 1% spare part inventory included with initial product delivery

- Flexible Outdoor Rated 4 mm LED Column Wrap (5 units @ $325,000 each including architectural/engineering/design/installation services and freight, but excluding taxes) and including:
  - Viewable Width - circumference 19 ft.
  - Viewable Height - 8 ft.
  - Diameter – 16.05 ft.
  - Total unattached product weight not to exceed 1140 lbs.
  - Maximum brightness 5,000 Nits
  - Maximum Frame Thickness of 4.5 inches
  - Viewing angle horizontal of 170 degrees
  - Viewing Angle Vertical 160 degrees
  - Refresh Frequency of 960hz (customizable as needed)
  - Colors must be greater than 16 million @ 24 bit
  - Color temperature: 6500K (adjustable)
  - Life span to half brightness - minimum of 100,000 hours
  - Must have front service accessibility
  - 1% spare part inventory included with initial product delivery

Miscellaneous Design Specifications and Other Services:

- Minimum 6 year Warranty and evidence to demonstrate its ability to provide the warranty services for the entire term.

- Vendor MUST have Tier 3 dedicated technical support engineers available 24 x 7 x 365.

- Vendor MUST stock all replacement parts that comprise the functional deliverables within the USA, with the ability to deliver such replacement parts within 24 hours of notice.

Other Financial Terms:

- Price will include architectural, engineering, design and installation services to design and install the magnetic attachment systems to the existing structure in compliance with the current Miami-Dade County building and zoning codes.

- Deposit not to exceed 50%, 25% payable upon complete and successful delivery (FOB AA Arena) and 25% upon proof of performance and acceptance by purchaser.

Delivery Terms (Included in above referenced prices):

- FOB AA Arena (cost of freight included in price).

- Delivery, Installation and Customer Acceptance within 120 days from placement of order.